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About This Game

Behind our comfortable, familiar dimensions, beyond the timeless depths of space, there is a Place that mankind was not meant
to know. A Place hostile to all life. We do not belong there. We cannot survive there. At least, not for long…

Euclidean; a game of geometric horror; a slow descent into the dark, into madness, futility, and despair, where Things greater
than you watch and wait and dream. Struggle for every second of life you have left… Even knowing you’re better off dead.

An endless faller through tense otherworldly environments

Three difficulty levels: HARD, NIGHTMARISH and IMPOSSIBLE

9 distinct stages of hand-crafted terror
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Terrifying VR support

Binaural 3d audio by 3Deception®

Haunting ambient soundtrack

No zombies
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Title: Euclidean
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Alpha Wave Entertainment
Publisher:
AAD Productions
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM 3.0 capable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: For VR Mode: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 (or equivalent) and Oculus Rift DK2 headset - 0.8 runtime
required

English,Italian,French,German
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It's free. Takes less than a minute to download. Controls are a bit weird but I like the game overall. Might not be your cup of tea
but i'd reccomend at least trying it.. This is a disgusting rip off of a game. DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS A CASH GRAB. After
5,500+ hours in ark, I can say for sure that this is just a complete \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing rip off. The megapithecus and
therizinos look like n64 characters.. I surprisingly great little combination of Worms and Golf. Good all around. Nice
steamworks integration. Slick and charming. Nice game to relax with and play your own music to.. I thought i was getting a
hitman like game, an in a sense it is... but its just to simple. boring an i dont like the controlls. just one Man's Opinion.. The
Combatsystem overall is great and balanced. Daily to Weekly updates will make the game constantly better.

The most people complaining about the game and the "groggy" state probably didnt notice it appears when you are at zero (1hp)
and only exists for giving you the option to use your finishing-move. An gore execute that gives bonuspoints.

The Mainproblem of the game is the Latency. As you sometimes simply cant do anything, because the whole combat is based on
timing and reaction. Which makes counter etc totally unpredictable against a teleporting enemy.

However this is one of the best Combatgames I've played so far. Some Maps and Modi like the Tournament provide some real
nice atmosphere. For 9€ its totally worth it.

General Informations about the Game:
- You can customize your Character, even with only few options so far.
- You can level from 1-30.
- There are 7 different Combatstyles One-Handed Sword, Hwando(Katana), Dualwield Swords, Shield+Sword, Greataxe,
Greatsword and Greathammer
- Each Combatstyle has similiar mechanics like Charge, Heavy Attack, Counter, Guardbreaker, Grab but with different moves
and damage types. Also The moves within one Combatstyle are skillable and changable. You can choose between 3 different
heavy attack moves for example.
- Gear is provided after a game. The Quality improves as you can more points and a better rank. S Rank usually provides rare
Blue gear, while an C or F is simply white, common stuff.
- You are able to craft and upgrade Gear, while there are only level 30 blueprints out yet, you can upgrade every Gear as long as
it has mod-slots. It improves your Max Heath or Stamina very slightly or increases resistance to one damage type.
- While Mainly focuses on Multiplayer there are some Singleplayermaps which can provide some real challenge.

8/10 ♥♥♥♥ this, I countered that!
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Short (around 2h), but very cute game and very enjoyable for people that are fans of both Egyptian culture and indie games. The
graphics and the story are nice and the scenes have subtitled dialogues. The game has rather simple puzzles and the few hidden
object scenes support 3D vision which adds a nice feature to it. I recommend this game for those that enjoy hidden object
games and a feeling of Indiana Jones adventure.

More reviews on the Lilly's Corner Curator page. Slime-san is a simple reflex platformer with a lot of character. I've
only sunk in just shy of an hour so far and I'm loving every bit of it.

The difficulty ramp is very well designed (something that I think is the make / break for games in this genre).

The characters are very cute and pack a lot of emotion with minimal text.

To top it off the game has a lot of interesting minigames that you can jump to if you ever want a break from all the
platforming goodness.

It's evident the devs put a lot of time and effort into this, and it's well worth the pricepoint imo.. Nice arcade racing.
Difference betveen basics is that it doesn't matter if you come 1st place. You need to collect points in different ways
(drafting, drifting, hitting obects etc..)
Tracks are ok and graphics are quite nice for my drunken eye atleast. When using nitro, you really feel the speed. Screen
keeps shakin a bit and goes blurry. Different kind of races, knock-outs and stuff. Haven't tried multiplayer yet.. You
must give a try to the game it's really relaxing and put's your mind to work to make the structures work and not to
collapse!
I have a lot of fun with fails when my structures just fails to over the maximum tension and people just get killed in
stupid ways!
Give it a go you won't regret!. I paid .66 cents for this \\m\/

Rate 6.66 \/ 10 .. would choose evil again

 it's a short cinematic on rails experience with cheap animations, cheap jump scares, cheesy as hell ... but hey still, it was
only .66 cents ... just needs MOAR metal . Very fun and addicting... But also enraging... Still, get the game! It's
amurzing!. About beeping time!. I am a Nancy Drew fan and the original Secrets Can Kill was where is all began, this is
not one of my favorites due to the story line and the graphics, even on remastered they are still not great, but definetly
still worth the game play (even if only for nostaglic reasons).
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